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TEFL Scotland to visit Glasgow and talk to students about teaching English abroad 

TEFL Scotland is a training organisation providing the most highly accredited TEFL (teaching English as a foreign language) 

courses in the UK. Their various courses (online, classroom and combined learning) provide you with the skills, knowledge 

and confidence to teach English abroad. The only prerequisite is the ability to speak English at a native or near-native 

language, so this is an option open to almost anyone. 

The graduate job market is still stagnant and so teaching English abroad is fast becoming a serious consideration for many 

university leavers. It’s also becoming a prominent option for students who want to boost their CV, gain some work 

experience and earn a bit of money over the summer break.  

Being a native English speaker is a skill in growing demand. There are opportunities for paid work and volunteering work, 

where you can truly make a difference in communities which often have very limited resources.  Varying contract durations 

mean that you’ll be able to find a job that can suit you and your future plans, and in some cases (especially for longer term 

positions in hot-spots like South Korea and China) you’ll find that employers may provide accommodation and reimburse 

flight costs making it a very inexpensive venture.  

Eilidh Macdonald, who graduated from the University of Strathclyde last summer, has recently secured an English language 

teaching position in Budapest, Hungary. She said:  

“It has all come about very quickly but all in all I cannot wait to get over there and live and work in such a diverse, exciting 

city. I’m sure I am going to have some adventure!” 

This kind of experience is one of incredible worth, and will allow for the acquisition of widely transferrable skills whilst 

allowing you to get paid to live and work in some of the top travel destinations in the world. Benefits of a TEFL experience 

include: 

• It will boost your CV 

• It will provide you with valuable, hands-on work experience 

• It can allow for vast self-development, widely recognised by employers 

• It will increase your cultural understanding and awareness 

• TEFL gives you the chance to work somewhere new and unfamiliar with people from a variety of backgrounds 

•     It allows you to become an important part of a foreign community 

•  You can make a real difference to the development of your students 
 

Daniel Henderson, originally from Glasgow, said:  

“For the first time in a long time I can go out every weekend, eat out regularly (cheaper and miles better) and generally live 

the life of Riley! I would (and do) recommend TEFL to anyone, the opportunities to travel are endless and the chance to 

study the construction of your own language is surprisingly rewarding.” 

TEFL Scotland will be at Glasgow Caledonian University Student’s Association on the 21st February and Strathclyde 

University Union on the 22nd of February to talk to anyone remotely interested in teaching English abroad. For more 

information visit www.teflscotland.co.uk. 

TEFL Scotland, which also incorporates TEFL England, TEFL Wales and TEFL Courses Ireland, is the most highly accredited 

TEFL provider in the UK. They provide various courses which are affordable and widely accessible and provide people 

with the skills, confidence and knowledge to teach English abroad.  

 
 


